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Broadcast Journalism 

Overview 
● Objectives

● Basic equipment 
● Basic shot types and camera 

movement
● Scriptwriting 
● Legal & ethical 

considerations 

● Resources



● Select and execute the proper framing of a video shot; 
demonstrate ability to create different compositions.

● Demonstrate an ability to conduct a thorough and fair interview 
of a subject.

● Setup & control the appropriate lighting on location in a safe 
manner.

● Identify the basic elements of a quality audio signal.

● Identify, select and use appropriate audio (microphone) 
techniques.

● Select and import appropriate script music, sound foley effects 
for post-production sound enhancement.

● Identify the role of the editor in production process and the focus 
of the edit to convey the message to the target audience.

● Evaluate & select original footage as dictated by the 
scene/script message; choose the editing style that best meets 
the script format.

● Capture digital video and edit videos with a non-linear editing 
system.

● Perform the match-cut unobtrusive edit by cutting within the 
scene, on the action & between the action for continuity.

● Use and manipulate transitions and special effects in editing 
software.

● Demonstrate how copyright laws affect your ability to use and 
reproduce others’ work.

● Research, study and advocate the First Amendment.

● Publish video work to the web through media-sharing websites 
and writing reflective blogs.

● Apply effective and collaborative team communication 
and management skills to complete the video process 
from pre-production script development through the 
production capture of quality video image and audio.

● Understand the following digital video terms and apply 
the technique or concept using a digital video camera: 
storyboarding, shot list, key light, fill light, backlight, 
background light.

● Use a digital video camera to capture images using the 
following camera techniques and cinematography: rule 
of thirds, head room, talking space, close-up, medium 
shot, establishing shot, cut-away, basic shot sequence, 
tilt, pan, and zoom.

● Demonstrate knowledge of the three phase production 
processes by creating scripts, formats, storyboards, 
timelines, schedules and if possible budgets.

● Demonstrate ability to properly use and operate studio 
and field cameras.

● Identify the target audience (script, narration, storyboard 
& shooting script).

● Demonstrate ability to scout locations and prepare 
location schematics.

Learning Objectives 



Basic equipment 
“The best camera is the one you 
have on you.” 

It is very easy to use a cell 
phone, but it is  also important 
to understand the basics. 

■ Basic equipment: 
■ Camera 
■ Tripod 
■ Microphone(s) 
■ Headphones 
■ Editing equipment 

 You can very easily spend a lot of money on 
cameras for a  broadcast program, so what you 
buy is up to what you have  the budget for.  

Bare minimum: 
● A camera that shoots video 
● Has a microphone jack for audio interviews 

and NAT sounds 
● Preferably has a headphone jack to hear 

audio levels while  filming



Tripod 

A tripod is a three 
legged stand that is  
attached to the camera. 

Like cameras, tripods can also 
range in price  from Manfrottos 
(which are pricey) to smaller, cell 
phone tripods.  They are 
incredibly important to acquiring 
stable  footage and students 
should be trained how to use them 
effectively.  



Tripod 
Most tripods have a 
level  indicator that 
helps determine  
whether all three legs 
are  correctly placed 
and anchored. 



Microphones



Headphones



 Adobe Spark 
(online) 

■ iMovie 

■ Premiere Rush 

■ Premiere Pro 

■ Final Cut Pro

Editing equipment 



Sequencing
Putting video together is like constructing a paragraph. You have to know the rules of grammar in order for it to make sense. Sequencing your 
video is like using proper grammar and just as important as getting good shots. Here is the traditional order for video sequences:

Wide shot (a.k.a. – Exterior shot, Long shot or Master shot) – Tells the viewer where you are. Shoot as wide as you can and include 
every relevant pictorial element. Shoot at least 2 or 3 wide shots, but only use one before moving on to the next shot. 

Medium Shot (MS)– Zeroes in on the action. Used as a bridge from he wide shot to the close ups. Medium shots are shot from a 
different angle from the wide shot and, typically, you zoom in a little bit more. In a sequence, you use usually only use one of these.

Close Ups (CU)– These shots are the heart of your story. Beginning videographers don’t use enough of these. Do not be afraid to 
zoom in or get the camera close. In a CU,  make sure you get both of the subject’s eyes. They’re typically shot from their collarbone to 
the top of their head. Close ups convey emotion - they will connect with the subject(s). Typically, you may use 4-7 CUs in a sequence.

Extreme Close Ups (ECU) – Gives you specific detail as well as some shot variety). The ECU also compliments the previous close up. 
Use one or two of these. Otherwise, your viewer can get lost with too many.

Re-Establishing Shot (RS) -It’s the last shot in a sequence. Similar to the wide shot in that every pictorial element is show, but it’s not 
the same shot you used for your wide shot. The shot brings the viewer back to the setting. Think of it as “home base” for your viewer. 
It also tells the viewer that you’re going to move on to the next sequence.

Wide shot                                         Medium Shot                                           Close up                                  Extreme Close up                      Re-establishing shot



Learn 
about  
Basic 
Shots and 
Angles 
here

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gJTCbUQ8YakpxWfUVVsa_vJNxR2mQRYf-Gf9ARtfNl8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gJTCbUQ8YakpxWfUVVsa_vJNxR2mQRYf-Gf9ARtfNl8/edit?usp=sharing


Camera Movement

Pan: to follow movement

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYFB7_0MvHo


Camera Movement

Tilt: to follow vertical movement

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R994JUx7PJ8


180 degree rule

An imaginary line 
of action drawn 
between a subject 
and the item or  
person they are 
interacting with, 
used to establish 
and maintain the  
screen direction of 
actors and action 
in a scene.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bba7raSvvRo


Other things to note:

● When shooting footage, you want 
to hold your shots for  around 10 
seconds.  

● General rule: When you edit your 
shots together, you should  only 
remain on each shot for 3-5 
seconds.  

● A-roll: “Talking heads,” people 
being interviewed in a piece.  

● B-roll: sequences that show what 
the talking heads are saying.



Broadcast Packages
Contain a-roll, b-roll, NAT sounds as well as a 
VO/SOT.

● NAT sounds: sounds from the environment a 
story takes  place; enhances the story and is 
important to capture.  

● SOT (sound on tape): 
Footage of an important 
voice in the  story. Also 
called a sound bite or a-roll. 

● VO (Voice over): When the 
audience hears a voice over 
the  b-roll footage. It could be 
the anchor’s voice or a 
soundbite  from the interview. 



Scriptwriting

Broadcast News writing differs in 
some ways from  the journalistic 
form used in print and online  
mediums. 

Although the basics remain 
consistent, broadcast  scripts, in 
general, are written… 

● Short sentences 
● Present tense 
● Conversational (sentences 

written for the ear) 
● Informal 

● News information is accurately conveyed. 

● Story exhibits news judgment. 

● Necessary and interesting information; well-selected facts. 

● Intro grabs listener 

● Transitions move story 

● Clear focus 

● Appropriate quotations and paraphrase used to tell story 

● Sequenced appropriately 

● Strong closing



Broadcast Journalism Packages

Much of what we know about 
journalism applies to broadcast  
journalism. 

Story packages still emphasize news 
elements.  

Format is more like a feature story 
than a news story.  

Ethical and legal considerations are, 
in many ways, the same.



Broadcast Specific 
Legalities

Releases 
● Property release 
● Talent release 

Copyright 
● Fair use 
● Material from other media

● A release grants permission, typically in written 
form. 

● Property releases grant a production team 
permission to  shoot on private property.  

● Public property is owned by the local, state, or 
national  government and typically include 
parks, streets or public  sidewalks. 

● Private property is owned by individuals or 
private organizations  or businesses. Some 
managers of businesses have to ask their  
corporation for permission for filming.  

● Talent release gives permission to film the 
people in your  video.  

● People who appear in the background typically 
do not need to  sign a release. 

Releases



Copyright

Copyright law protects the original 
creator of materials.  

Music and video copyright are usually 
the most dealt with in  broadcast.  

Fair use: educational fair use 
stipulates that copyrighted  materials 
can be used within a classroom in 
educating the  students, not “aired” 
outside of classroom.  

Royalty-free music: no one owns the 
rights to said music and  no royalties 
must be paid, as long as you source 
the music as  stipulated when you 
download the music. 

Always make contact with original publisher of 
work.  

Images on the internet are not free for use, 
even if you say  “images from Google”.  

Movie reviews: 

Using the film’s trailer, obtained by the 
production company or  from film’s official 
website, in clip form is okay.  

Video games: 

Brief shots of the game can be used.  

Music: 

Must obtain permission from the copyright 
owner. 


